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Eighties Pop/New Wave icons The Human League’s latest offering come sin the form of a live DVD filmed at the Dome in 
Brighton, England on their 2003 tour. I have never seen the band live and haven’t heard much about them in years, so this 
was an interesting experience for me.

The band has an excellent stage setup for the main show on this DVD; it’s sort of quasi-futuristic looking with a nice light 
show. Vocalist Phillip Oakley is wearing this sort of Matrix looking long coat and jacket that seems kinda freaky for a Pop band 
but you have to admit it certainly adds to the bands uniqueness! 

The Human League play through a pretty solid set of tunes from throughout their history, including “The Snake,” “Open Your 
Heart,” “Human,” Lebanon” and, of course their million selling single “Don’t You Want Me” (which is surprisingly not the 
encore!). The band sound and look great, while many rockstars seem to be aging poorly, The Human League is not among 
them.

All in all this is a decent DVD. It’s pretty standard as far as live DVD’s go but it has some nice interview footage in the bonus 
materials. Also on one of the other concert sections of the DVD there seems to be a large attendance of gay men near the 
front, something I found interesting as I’d never really associated that cross section of people with the band. If you are looking 
to hear and see one of the eighties finest bands in a more contemporary setting, then you’ll find that here... and you’ll probably 
like it. 

Reviewed by: Mark Fisher
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